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Float Themes

Showers Predicted

Entry themes and drawing for
Homeeoming floats, sponsored by
independent and (;reek foundations, must be turned in today to
the Student Union. Before placing
the plans in Box H. they must be
dated by the Student Union receptionist.
Queen candidate applications
are also due today and should be
placed in Box If before noon. Pictures of the candidates should be
turned in as soon as possible.

The weatherman predicts partly
cloudy weather and a few scattered showers fur Santa Clara
Valley residents today. He foresees little change in temperature,
with the high running between 73
RI degrees, and southerly
winds
frum 10 to 20 miles per
hour. ’rhe
as been rather heavy
rain at point along the Northern
California coo
and over the Sishiyou Range dting the last two
days.
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U.S. To Fire Earth
Satellite This Year

MOON ’ROCKET SOON?

Ike Says ’Sputnik’ Poses
No Danger To Americans
WASHINGTON (UNPresident Eisenhower announced yesterday that the United States will start firing earth satellites into outer
space in December.
Eisenhower told his news conference that in his opinion, based
on long conferences with American scientists, the Russian satellite
now circling the earth poses no threat to American security.
PROPELLED 500 MILES
The President said, however,
that the rocket which propelled
the Russian satellite more than
500 miles above the earth’s surface means that Soviet scientists
have in their possession a very
horrible threat.
He also seriously questioned the
fact that the Russian satellite
weighed more than 180 pounds. He
said that if this was true it was a
source of great astonishment to
American scientists.
The President said that in a
political sense the Soviet Union.
by firing the first earth satellite,
had possibly gained a world po- I
litical advantage. But he doubted
had gained any
whether
scientific advantage over the United States.
RUSSIAN ICBM
Dispatches from NIUlle0V1 credit
As for the Russian claim that
Professor Peter Kapitza with
development of Soviet Iturailsrs the Soviet Union had successfully
earth satellitc.photo by Inter- fired an intercontinental ballistic
national.
missile, the President said this
government did not know the details of the Russian ICBM test and
the measurement of its success
was a matter of accuracy on hitting a target.
Ile said that if the Russians had
fired an ICBM and returned it to
a specific target area it was UnSan Jose State is being invaded! doubtedly a great accomplishment
Tnvaded by hairy legs and knobby if done.
The President told newsmen
knees. At least that is what the
the first American satellite
that
senior class had to say in a recent
to be fired in December would not
letter addressed to "Fellow Leg
carry intricate instrunientation
Lovers" and sent to all campus but would be sent in outer space
living groups.
as a test vehicle.
The class announced that they
are starting a "hairy leg expose"
and invite the whole student body
to join them.
The cause of all this commotion
is the senior class’s annual money
raising project, "Gorgeous Gams."
Living groups on campus sponsor
men whom they feel have the
most "gorgeous gams." Then jars
are set up in the Outer Quad (this
year from Oct. 23 to 25) and votes
are cast in the form of pennies.
Each penny counts as one vote.
The present senior class has
sponsored this contest since they
were freshmen. Each year a certain percent of the proceeds is
donated to the C a m pie Chest
Drive. The remainder goes to the
class.

Student ’Y’ Plans.
Weekend Retreat
Near Santa Cruz
The Student "Y" will hold Its
fall membership retreat this weekend at the Mt. Cross conference
grounds in the Santa Cruz mountains, according to Marilyn Shaffer, retreat chairman.
Discussions will he led by Dr. C.
Denny Auchard. asst. professor of
education; Dr. Karl Mueller, asst.
professor of psychology and Mr.
Robert Faichigami, graduate student in education.
Topics which will be discussed
are "dating attitudes," "VVill college change your values" and "If
I had it to do over again."
Total cost for the weekend will
he $5.50. A $2 deposit must be
turned in to the Student "Y." 205
S. 9th street, today, Miss Shaffer
slid. The balance of the fee will
be due on Friday afternoon.
Miss Shaffer stated that the retreat is open to all Student "Y,"
members, friends and interested
students. For further information,
students should contact the Rev.
J11111CS Ntal till at the Student "Y "

Shown above is an artist’s drawing of a camerii-equipped rocket,
on which tests are being completed at Eniuetok Pacific proving
I. The rocket %%wild be fired through is balloon 100,000 feet
in the air. A TV camera would Ne1111 back pictures of the moon
%%Idle Other scientific data uas being transmitted.International.

mprovemen s tonnnue
SJS continues to be beautified,
even as the semester progresses.
Byron Bollinger, supervisor of construction and repairs, stated that
the old section of the Science
Building now is being painted to
match the new building.
Bollinger said that "as soon as
barracks space is provided, students will be rotated from classrooms to barracks," in order to
paint the regular rooms.
Necessary classroom painting
will be conmpleted as soon as possible, he said.

In other changes around the
campus, the installation of a walk wait traffic control light at 9th
and San Antonio. safely regulates
auto and pedestrian movement.
The new light replaced a regular stop and go light which was
used to control traffic over the
two former crosswalks. Details
learned from the SJS Executive
Dean’s Office show that drivers
turning left onto 4th, are now free
to do so without, ;oar of hitting
pedestrians.

’NEITHER SNOW, NOR RAIN’

So Far SJS
Has Escaped
Big Flu Scare

Bill Prieur, Marilyn Daly, Claire
Strauss, Leon Spreyer, Clara Lou
Bond and Mildred Hall are San
Jose State’s representatives at the
state CSTA conference which is
being held today and tomorrow in
Los Angeles.
The purpose of the convention
is to train future leaders for CSTA
(California Student Teachers
Assn

"There is a rapid turnover of
students at the infirmary every
day," he said. Dr. Gray stressed
the point that "if the situation
should become worse, the 15 beds
in the infirmary would be reserved
for the severe cases.

"Those students with mild conditions should go home for a few
days after c h ec king with the
Health Office," he said.
Wally Simpson, Stanford Daily
editor, reported that the situation
has not changed at Stanford since
yesterday. Stanford had a high of
132 cases of flu yesterday.

Evening Classes
To Be Planned
The schedule for spring semester evening classes is now being
made up, according to Dr. Arthur
If. Price, coordinator of evening
programs.
Dr. Price invites any student
who wishes to have a special class
offered during the spring semester
to present his request to Room
108.
The office of evening programs
is open eery night, except Fridays and week -ends. uhtil 10.
Courses in all departments of the
college are open in the evening,
both for regular and for limited
students.

"The most extraordinary slides
students at this school will ever
see" have been promised by Rich and Hartesveldt, assistant professor of biology and science education.
Colored slides are part of an
illustrated talk entitled "Death
Valley the Year ’Round" by Ralph
F.. Wells, ranger naturalist, at 8
p.m. tonight, in the Concert Hall
of the Music Building.
Wells, a former SJS student,
lives and works the year around
in Death Valley where he studies
Bighorn sheep for the National
Park Service.
Ilartesveldt said that Wells ha,i
had a chance few others have had
to observe the effect of intense
summer heat on animals and men.
Wells is an outstanding dramatic speaker, according to
liartesveldt who thinks listeners
will be "spellbound."
The naturalist majored in drama
at SJS and was director of Revelries.
He started high school at 18 after life as a cowboy, hobo and
lumbet jack.
For 18 years Wells was director
of the Palo Alto Community Theater, and he lectured at Stanford
for four years.
Hartesveldt stated that Wells
taught himself natural science and
photography.
The event, which is free to all,
is sponsored by the Natural Science Department, Dr. Carl D.
Duncan, head.

Six Students
To Attend
CSTA Meet

Dr. Thomas J. Gray, director
of the SJS health service, said
yesterday that there hasn’t been
a marked change in the so-far
quiet flu situation on this campus.

According to Dr. Gray, the real
danger is in releasing the bad
eases too soon.Treatment, if
stopped too soon. may only put off
the infection briefly.

Council Advises
47
Loan to Flying 20,
Student Aviation Club
’Request Goes to Control Board
Valley
Councilmen Objections Denied;
Is Subject
Of Lecture

EXPERT

Senior Class
Will Sponsor
Gams Contest

Number I?

aVoodfint, SJS mailman. slis upon a recently acquired Cushman scooter. The %eroder is post ered by four 94 -volt batteries and
contains a recharging
1. It is used daily by 11A’oodfint for the
delivery of approximately 500 pounds of campus mall.photo by
Rroun.

Mailman’s Bag
Tells the Story
By BOB KAUTH
The fact that the enrollment is increasing, that the campus area
is expanding, that new classrooms, offices, and other educational facilities are being built is not news to Bill Woodfint, SJS mailman.
The size of his mailbag tells the story.
More than six years ago Woodfint started delivering the college’s
mail. His means of delivery at that time was a canvas mailbag and
two sturdy legs, with which he delivered approximately 100 pounds
of mail daily.
Soon the purchase of a small pushcart was necessary as the
college started to espand, and its daily volume of mail increased.
One year later Woodfint found that the small pushcart uas also
too small. A larger pushcart. dilided into he’, sections, was obtained. It was to serve as the SJS mail -wagon for the nest five
p‘il rt.
This September the college purchased a Cushman electric scooter
for mail delivery. With this scooter, the SJS mailman delivers approx.
imately SOO pounds of campus mail daily. This. he noted, does not include books and packages which vary in number from day to day.
Students and faculty members alike seem to have taken an interest in the new mail -wagon. WraxIfint said. "HOW about a ride?" is a
frequent comment, along with. "You e sure got it made"
The campus mail route Includes the area from 4th to 9th
streets. More than 100 faculty members arid
r.ollege departments are on the route.

Veterans Asked
To Finish Forms
The following students are requested by Glen E. Guttormsen,
accounting officer, to report to
the Accounting Office, Room 34,
as soon as possible. They are requested to complete registration
for Cal Veterans’ subsistence.
Worth V. Barton, John R. Feineman, Richard R. Gonzales. Corwyn
L. Johnson. Howard II. LeCoullon.
Richard If. Moore. Rober t A.
Whitehead, Leslie W. Wilson. and
Robert V. Withrow.

Entrance Exam
Results Available
Students interested in obtaining
interpretation of achievement and
aptitude tests may make an appointment in Room 116, Robert S
Martin, Associate Dean of Students, reported.
Personal counseling and guidance Is available to students wishing to take advantage of this service. Dean Martin said Students
are required to take a battery of
these tests before entering San
Jose State College.

By RAY BARCH
A $2147 loanbelieved to be a recordwas recommended
by the Student Council yesterday for the Flying 20, student aviation
club.
The recommendation, pasted over objctions by treasurer Chuck
Miller and senior representative Bill Sturgeon, will be sent to the
Board of Control for further study
The Flying 20 asked for the money last week. Club represents.to,ta appeared befote the eUllitell
and requested the loan so the club
could buy new equipment,
The loan would also enable the
club to enter air shows as an SJS
representa Lice.
If approved, the interest - free
loan will be paid back over a 14 month period at $150 per month.
Miller opposed the loan on
grounds that the student body
only has some $10,000 In reserve
funds. what Miller called "a minimum reserve."
lie was Joined by Stiirgmin
Who said the council might to,
setting a bad preeedent l, niaking the loan. "It (the eounvili is
no loan agency," he said.
But Dr. Lowell Walters, faculty
’representative, informed the council that former councils had made
loans to student groups.
Associated with the Aeronautics
COL. JOHN D. CRAIG
Dept., the Flying 20 club is open
saris’s% Forum movisi
to all students. Its membership is
restricted. however, b ec ause of
limited equipment.
Toni 1111/11,1, eeellilVe secretary, told the council that sale
of tickets to the Navy band
show has hit a snag.
"San Jose’s high schools are
selling tickets in blocs," Burns
"Hispaniola," a 90 -minute color said, "and we haven’t sold any."
movie, will be shown by the ComBurns said that owners are bemunity Forum at 7.30 Sunday eve- ing circulated downtown and on
ning in Morris Dailey Auditorium. the campus and called for volun(’ol. John I). Craig, narrator - teers to man booths here.
photographer, returns to the ForIle reminded the council that
um for the third time to show the the Oct. 20 concert, jointly sponstory of the Dominican Republic, sored by SJS and the Chamber of
"The Land Columbus Loved."
Commerce, is being given for
This is the first of a series of SJS’s benefit. If sold out at matifour "World Before Your Eyes" nee and evening performances, the
movies which show historical sites Navy show would turn an esticontrasted with modern cosmopol- mated $2500 Into the college’s genitan cities in the Caribbean’s sec- eral scholarship fund, Burns said.
ond largest island.
In other matters. Dr. Walters
Col. Craig. who has appeared on aihked the council that student
groups hookIng prortaiaional enTV in "I Search for Adventure,"
t clear with the
will show the spot where Colum- tertainers
Personnel Deati’m offiee.
bus landed arid his first settlement
in the New World.
Walters said many entertainers
The film also will show the ag- demand a minimum fee from colricultural countryside a n d the lege dates, a fee some student
metropolitan schools and hospitals. group.; may be linable to meet.
The council also:
The role of American enterprise
tabled until next week the
in assisting the clearing of vast
jungles for banana plantations will question of whether to continue
be pictured as well as the Brook- participation in the publication
lyn Dodgers’ spring training in "Who’s Who in U.S. University
Cuidad Trujillo, the capital of this and Colleges."
postponed until Oct. 23 the
land often torn by political strife.
date of the Open roundl meeting
Dr. John
Wahlquist, president of San Jose State, will serve in Morris Dailey auditorium.
Al Walburg, runnel! %Ice presas moderator for the evening. and
ident, acted as prehident at )eswomen from Panhellenic will
terday’s meeting, in the aloe lire
usher.
of Don Ryan, who la III.
The public will be admitted free
of charge, but voluntary contributions will be collected.

EXPLORER

Col. Cratg
Will Show
Color Film

T.

T.R. Centennial
Committee Meets
The Theodore Roosevelt Centennial Committee met Monday to
discuss plans for its program commemorating the 100th anniversary
of the Rough Riders birth on the
SJS campus in 1958, according to
Dr. Lawrence B. Lee, assistant
professor of history and publicity
director.
Chairman of the committee Is
Dr. Edgar Hornig. associate professor of history and political sci
ence. Others present at the meeting were Dr. !!. Brett Melendy,
assistant professor of history and
education; Dr E. P. Panagopolous,
assistant professor of history, and
Dr. Lee,

‘17, Members
Plan Retreat

"Perspectives on dating attitudes, personal values and a college education" will be discussed
at the fall retreat of the Student
"Y," Oct. 11-13, according to Marilyn Shaffer, chairman of the
event.
The retreat will be held at the
Mt. Cross Conference grounds in
the Santa Ce117 mountains and is
open to Student "Y" members,
friends and interested students
Cost of the retreat is $5.50 for
food lodging, transportation apd
recreation. Student must bring
their own sleeping bags, tow els
and personal articles.
Miss Shaffer stated that anyone
Interested in going on the retreat
should drop by at the Student "Y.205 S. 9th St.. today or tomorrow.

S.

5.

Iltattep 0( Opinion

"SO THAT’S WHAT HAPPENED TO GEORGI!" Campus Canvass

Spattallaily

Chico Offers
Canoe Course

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Thursday, October 10, 1137

By CHARLENE SHATTUCK

editorial

The SJS chapter of WAA (Women’s Athletic Association) features many popular sports such as
volleyball, horseback riding, and
swimming. But according to the
"Wildcat," the WAA at Chico
State has an activity which sounds
even more interesting. It is called
co-educational canoeing. II wonder
if that would fulfill State’s P.E.
requirements?)
Down at the University of California at Santa Barbara another
student has made
news. This
time it’s a girl, Nanci Browning,
an 18-year-old sophomore. Nanci’s
picture appeared on the cover of
Newsweek magazine not long ago.
The pretty coed is now engaged.

’...My Dear 01’ Swanee’
Before you get into the

meat- of this editorial, let us first tell
you that the following quoted material does not express our opinions.
Far from if.
These are the words written in an editorial which appeared in
the Shreveport, La., Journal, expressing the workings of some Southern minds. Steel yourself and read on.
"Heil Eisenhower!
"The Storm Troopers are in Little Rock! The Gestapo is investigating every citizen who happens to have been born white! The Second Reconstructiona la Eisenhoweris under way!
". . . While the whole so-catled ’free world cringes at the bru
tality with which the Communists force the Hungarians to do their
bidding, President Eisenhower sends 1000 fully-armed paratroopers of
the 101 st Airborne Division to Little Rock to terrorize white citizens!
The troops are integrated!
" . . . What a shame for the United States of America that right
nowet a time when the whole world is threatened by Red aggressionthe destiny of this great nation is in the hands of a misguided
militarist whose understanding of his people is so scant that he is tear.
ng them apart and pitting them against each other instead of drawing them together.
"What joy must reign in the Kremlin today as our President brings

the

By JIM DRENNAN
Sputnik.
A silly little word, one that would seem quite appropriate in a
second-rate Russian espionage movie.
Space travel.
A concept for the attention of science fiction addicts, a concept
associated in the public mind with pictures of bug-eyed monsters about
to devour overblown blondes. Nothing for rational people to consider,
at least not in the near future.
That’s the way it was last week.
This week, with the advent of Sputnik, the new red star in the
sky. the future is rushing to meet the present at breakneck speed. The
dreamy talk of flight to the moon and of eventual interplanetary
flight has taken on a tone of urgency.
The cold war has invaded space, and Russia has a strong hcadstart.
There is no doubt that the United States also is carrying on a
program of space research. Our own little satellite soon will end
Sputnik’s monopoly. We have plans for manned space stations, and
flights to the moon.
We have the resources. What we need is the will. Public opinion
must spur that will if we are to compete successfully with Russia’s bid
for space supremacy..
The American public’s consideration of yesterday’s fantasy as today’s hard reality is a matter of life or death.

th United States of America to the brink of Civil War!
". .. These are dark days for the Southdark days for the whole

United States!"
This is what some people of the South have been reading and
believing. This is what some Southern writers have beene pouring out,
well-spiced with absurd ad.jectives and hysterical exclamation points.’
But, face it. This is what some Southern whites believe. And, they
are keeping it going through their children, victims of their environment.
integration isn’t going to be an overnight thing. It will take a
concentrated but steady effort.
And it can’t be done effectively while newspapers in the area
continue to serve only the interests of their white readers.
In rebuttal, we say, "Heil Douglas F. Attaway, president and publisher."
More Rush
We see you’ve heard about the Big Lie.
Dear Thrust and Parry:

SJS Now Planning Ahead
SJS’s growing pains seem to be
unending. With completion of the
Administration Building set for
Nov. 1, SJS is already planning
bigger and better things.
Upon completion of the Ad.
Building, the Cafeteria Building
will take over the limelight spot
around SJS. The Cafeteria will be
finished sometime after Ma y.

1958.
Things are happening so rapidly
that students can almost feel the
growing quivers of the campus.
New sidewalks are being completed on the north end of the
campus. Bids have been submitted
for installation of the bell and
clock systems in the Centennial

WORK OF ART
by

!

ART CLEANERS
398 E. SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS
our
SPECIALTY
I HOUR SERVICE
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There seem to be those among
us who are griping about the fact
that no one seems to have enough
"rah rah’.
I have to admit that I am among
those who lack the old "rah rah".
The "rah rah" that I have is for
me.
I do not have the time to go
around cheering for the football
team. I have to use my time for
more useful things such as making
enough money to eat and getting
good enough grades to remain in
school.
Another thing that takes a good
amount of my time is my girl. I
would rather go out with her than
to a football stadium and watch
a lot of musclemen bang each
other around just for the glory of
The school

could

do without

. football as far as I am concerned.
15%
DISCOUNT

with your
ASB CARD

1

ASB A 1074

No P.A.
!Dear Thrust and Parry:
It is my feeling that now is

the appropnate time for constructive criticism regarding rally activities held at our recent football
games.
I. With all of the P.A. equipment floating around this campus,
one would think some of it could
be furnished to the yell leaders
to help with the direction of yells.
2. It would be nice if the school
also could afford to have a public
address system, giving players’
names who are participating in
the game.
3. The card section at Stanford was excusable for a first
game, but became ridiculous at
our last one. Why not place someone who is more capable of directing card stunts at our future home
games?
Everyone is willing to participate in helping fo back the team,
but a little assistance and organization from the Rally Committee
would go far in furthering the enjoyment of the game and continuing interest.
Dan Worthington
ASB 4259

SpiZtanaifii

Pick
of the
campus...
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The ne-rv dreary Trinirvey,
combines comfort and good
looks. The madras fabric comes
in newsmaking miniature
plaids and stripes. Collar buttons
down, in front and at center
back and there is a box pleat in
back of shirt. Shirt shown $3.95.

Square crew neck sweater in
100% wool. $10.00. Clow,
Peabody & Co., Inc.

ARRO
CASIAL IVEAR
first in fashion

Examine our cye-catchincr
Arrow Trimway

We Offer You a
Complete

Laundry Service!
Finish Laundry
Wash and
And the Best Dry Cleaning
In the low Price Field

Come and ye our wide, colorful selection of
Arrow Trimway shirts. All are smartly styled,
all are in the newest plaids and stripes. The
sooner you come the more you’ll have
to choose (sum, so don’t &lay.

SPECIAL PRICES ON WASH S DRY
TO ALL
SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS
ON
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

FREE PARKING
at

0-11LE FOR
PRIE PARKING .

10 So 2nd or Oty Lou

mcis

Santa C sie at Second
SINCE ’825

SAN JOSE
LAUNDERETTE
463 S. SECOND STREET
C Ypres, 4 2420

WINTER COTTON
SHIRTDRESSES

12.95

Here It Is: The campus classlc...the wonderful Roos
shlrtdress with a full float skirt and roll sleeves:
Dark Winter cotton In all your favorite patterns
and colors: Tie prints In red, green or grey. Plaids
In brown, red or navy. Stripes in navy, brown or red.
Solid colors In red, royal, emerald or black. 8 to 18.

FIRST at SAWA CLARA

IT’S NORTON CAVORTIN’

Spartan Team Greek Football
.Iggressive In Begins Today;

WART V

Time...flay, October IL Ihril

11%11.Y- 1

A MUSCLE PULLED

Defensive Drill Six Games Set
Coach Bob Tiehenal’s Spartan
ftitball team, which tackles the
Oregon University Ducks Saturday aft(arnoon, hustled through offensive drills against Oregon defenses yesterday at Spartan Field
The Spa r tans also brisked
through pass defense drills with
the idea of halting the Ducks dangerous passing attack.
Toni Crabtree, Oregon quarterback. corn pleted eight Of ten
passes as the Ducks blanked

P. A. SYSTEM
There will be a public. address system at the remaining
home football g.t lllll %. aceording
to Tiny Ilartranft, professor of
physical education. Ile said that
the representative for Tidewater
Associated Oil C pany offered
apologies for the -mistake of
not sending equipment from San
Francisco.

Spartan iii
IS i;apel Da) Norton fights forveard tor fist. yards against Arizona State of Tempe
Saturday night. Desil end Karl Kiefer (80). fullback Ron Erhardt (46) and guard Dennis (arunchit. (6)) move up to halt Norton’s progress. AS(’ walloped SJS, 44-6.photo by Dannenbrink.

Fastballer Bob Turley, Hank Bauer,
Yogi Berra Spark 3-2 Yankee Win
NEW YORK
(UP) -111
I at three ganies each.
runs by Hank It r and Yogi
Bauer’s blow turned out to be
Berra gavel the New York
the big one which kept the
Yankees "alive." It came with? one
Yankees a 3-2 victory over the
Milwaukee It
yesterday, man out in the seventh inning and
just made it. The ball hit the left
evening the 1957 World Series
field foul pole and bounced back
onto the field, breaking a 2-2 tie.
DRESS RIGHT
The Braes also came up with
two homers, by Frank Torre and
Hank Aaron, but both came with
111
the bases empty.
CAR COATS

,ils;zes --

$14.95 up

GIFTS
IVY CORDS

for

with leather trim
charcoal and olive
$6.95

EVERY OCCASION

IVY WHIPCORDS
tan

$6.95

AT

STORE AND

BOYS

COLLEGE SHOP
CRAFTS HOBBY SUPPLIES
CY 3-1168
321 S. FIRST

$1.00 EARRINGS
COSTUME JEWELRY
MUSIC BOXES
HUMMEL FIGURES

Carthy;:s
ie’tcicp
12 W. SAN ANTONIO
CY 7-3923

10c DRY

15c WASH

ADA’S LAUNDERETTE
409 E. Santa Clara near 9th Street
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. including SUNDAYS
^
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Varsity Bows.
Frosh Triumph
By JOHN SALAMIDA
San Jose State’s varsity water
poio team fell victim to Pacific
Coast Conference champion University of California last !tight
dropping a 13-5 decision In the
Spartan pool.
The loss for coach Charlie Walkers Spartan crew gave them a
1-1 season record. The varsity
polists knocked over the Santa
Clara Broncos, 19-3 in their season
opener earlier in the week.
Dale Anderson scored all five
goals for the Spartans, while
Chuck Halloway led the Bears
In, the scoring department with
an eight goal effort.
In their next start Friday night
in the State pool. the Spartans,
members of the Northern Calif.
Water Polo League, meet the
strong San Francisco Olympic
Club.
The Olympic Club, which boasts
the services of Spartan freshman
coach Art Lambert, captured the
outdoor AAU water polo title this
past summer.
Lambert’s frosh team ’salvaged some consolation for San
Jose yesterday with a lopsided
16-1 Wilt iner tbe University of
California frosh prior to the
varsity g
Lambert termed
the win a complete tram effort.
Frosh goalie Mery Donner turned in an outstanding effort for the
Ictorious Spartan c Lu b. Lonnie
’Itristenson led the winners in
Ile scoring department with six
goals.
Adding two goals each were
Dave Dinelli, Preston Brunst. and
Don Youngberg. Larry Holten,
Denny Fosdick, and Lash TurOle
soared once,
The Spartan F’rosh’s game with
Washington High. which was
scheduled for Tuesday hut postponed has been reschedule& for
Nov. 24 in the prep’s home pool in
Fremont.

_
Making ’Scents’

UCLA 21-0 last Saturday. End
Ron Stover has been the Webfeet’s top receiver.
Spartan line coach Marty Feldman, who has scouted the last two
Oregon U games, reports that the
Ducks have two good backs in
Jim Shanley and Jac* Morris.
Feldman said Shanley is the Webfeet’s top runner, while Morris is
one of the team’s top blockers.
Ron Woolverton and Harvel Pollard, who have favoring injuries,
went through light drills in sweat
suits yesterday. Titchenal said
both probably would make the trip
to Eugene.
The Spartan team. 36 strong,
will leave for Oregon Friday. and
return Saturday after the game.

This afternoon at 4, it fraternity touch football teams square
away at each other to deter ’
the Greek eliainition, and possibly the 114811PUP. eluamplon.
The 12 teams are divided into
two leagues, the American and
the National league In the Amen can league. Alpha Tau Oineva,
Delta Sigma Phi. I)elta Upsil.
Kappa Alpha. Kappa Tali.
Lambda Chi Alpha will partl..1pate.
In the Nati.mal It’.,ole. Phi Sigma Kappa, l’i Kappa Alpha. Sim()
Chi, Sigma Nu. Theta Chi and
Theta Xi will participate.
Games will he played each
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
at 4, on the east and west fields
of Williams St. Park. cast and
west fields of Columbus Park, and
north and south fields of the Rose
Garden.
Today ’s schedule In the National league: INK. vs. TX (Columbus Fieldcast), FKA %IC
and
TC ( Rose (iardensouth),
SC vs. SN (Rose 6arden
north).
In the American League: ATO
vs. LCA (Williams--west), OS!’
vs. KT (Williams ---east), and DU
vs. NA (Columbus Park- .West.
On Tuesday, Oct. 15, ATO plays
KT. LCA plays NA. and DSP
plays DU. Iti the National league
DSK plays TC, TX plays SN. and
PICA plays ,SC.
On Thursday, Oct. 17, PSK
plays SN, TC plays SC, and TX
plays PICA. In the American
league. ATO plays KA. KT plays
DU, and LCA plays DSP.

ppercuts
By RANDIE E. POE
Sports Editor
Ex -Spartan Billy Wilson, whom some have accused of attaching
magnets to his fingers, might soon lose his position as chairman of the.
49ers board of pass receiving.
Lithe R. C. Owens is in the wings.
A 6.3, 205 -pounder, Owens registered two pass receptions at
Kezar Sunday which must rank among the all-time best. He had no

This is the plav which Injured 3111w ankee seeond baseman Red
s.lotentlienst. Red attempt% to field base hit by Yanks’
sianghter, hut injures groin nitisele In ions
l’Anks %1 iii, 3-2,
,..stertla.Phola by International.
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business making either grab.
Certainly, the L.A. Ram defensive secondary is willing to classify
Owens as a member of somebody else’s animal kingdom. What he did
was not human.
With slightly over 30 seconds to play in the lirf.111111 111.1111(1,
II,,’ 49ers held a 9-7 lead over the Rams. Time was evaporating
as bottle -bald Y. A. Tittle stepped back near the midfield line to
each a first -down pass.
OWENS MAKES FANTASTIC GRAB
It was a raihow toss which seemed to hang suspended In air
Owens and Rani defender Don Burroughs, also 6-3, stood in the end
zone, nervously awaiting its descent. Locked together as one, both men
leaped’ Together, they came down and collapsed in a heap. When they
"
separated, Owens held the leather between both paws.
Later, as if Lady Fate had chosen him as her messenger. Owens
personally provided the 49ers with a 23-20 triumph.
This time, four minutes and 20 ticks remaine5 to he played, and
L.A. had overhauled S.F. to take a 20-16 lead. Tittle faded back on
12, but he could not srP111 to spot a receiver. He paused momentarily, mentally scratching his head.
Whirling, he shot a liner to the fur corner of the ind zone.
This time, Jess Castete was shadowing Owens with Roston !Hackle
resoluteness. Owens Jumped for the sky, took the ball off Castete’s
fingertips and dropped snugly Into paydirt. It nag all in
The Spartans’ grid opponent. at Eugene Saturday, Oregon University, has excited Oregon football filberts. L. H. Gregory writes in the
Portland Oregonion: "Oregon boys knew exactly where they were
going against UCLA, and how, and their play calling mixed middle of
the line and outside plays, plus oceassional passes in just the right
degrees and the right proportion. There were no mistakes and no jitterness, but determined execution. This made for cotifidoce that will
grow in future games." ... If it grows against our Spartans this week.
our outlook will indeed tx. bleak....

Enistand.
bru.hed leather. sand
color. I ,..c.n,,nr ntanto
er..n ,rvc

$12.95
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WOMEN ’.. STORE -71 SOUTH FIRST STRUT

SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (UP)
- State trappers have becu called TOO MUCH RICE FOR FARM
Former SPARTAN DAILY sportseribe, Dick O’Connor, types from
upon to handle a "scentsitive" prohis current rohsting place. the Palo Alto Times, that: "Stanford was
blem that’s worrying residents of
laid low by Chinese food ... Too much Rice."
this city. Seems hot, dry weather
has brought an invasion of skunks
which have come down out of
mountains to feed on lawn worms.
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The chickens never had it so good...
. . they’re barbequed
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Romantic Doings
Highlight Autumn
Engagements
SCHLOBOHM -DITCH
The Alpha Plus uere surprised
to hear of the engagement of one
of their members. Margaret Dutch.
to John C. Schloblhm. Miss Dutch
is a general elementary education
major from Santa Clara. She is
ow student teaching and will graduate in June. Schlohohm was gradated from Stanford University and
now works for Stantord Research
Institute. A February wedding is
planned.

brother, Charles Bowen to Jean
Jett of Sigma Kappa, was announced to the memehrs at the
. Pi Kappa Alpha district convention dance last Saturday night.

!

PICTON-BURT
A lighted candle recently passed ’
at the Gamma Phi Beta house announced the engagement of Pat
Burt to Dick Picton, who was afDialed with Phi Sigma Kappa. !
Miss Burt is a senior kindergarten- !
primary major from Kentfield and
Picton. a business administration0
graduate from Livingston. is now
employed by Emporium in Palo
Alto.
Pinnings
TIFFANT--GOCLD
Marion Gould of Kappa Delta
passed the traditional candle to
announce her pinning to Roger
Tiffany of Alpha Phi Omega. Miss
Gould is a junior music major from
Campbell while Tiffany is a math
major from San Francisco.
VAUGHT-JACOBS
A rose was passed at the Alpha
Phi house Monday night announcing the pinning of Dabs Jacobs to
Lou Vaught. Miss Jacobs is a
junior education major from Sherman Oaks. Vaught is a member of
Delta Upsilon and a senior aeronautical engineering major.
BARTOSH-DOVLE
Sue Doyle. Kappa Alpha Theta.
blew out the traditional candle
announcing her pinning to Ray
Bartosh. Delta Upsilon. Miss
Doyle, a senior education major, is
from Su_samille. and Bartosh is
studying for his masters in business.

MI FR MIARsill
Tom Slier announced his pinning to Jean Marsh, speech and
drama major from San Jose. Slier
is a speech correction major.
Marriages
AsHBAUGH-VROOM
The former Donna Lee VroOm
became the bride of James Denny
Ashbaugh on Sept. I. at the Wayside Chapel near Los Gatos. Ashbaugh is a junior engineering
major, and the former Miss Vroorn
is a home economics major. Their
home is now in San Jose,
BREWTON-SMITH
Nancy Smith and Jeff Brewton
of Lambda Chi Alpha exchanged
vows this summer. They are now
residing in San Jose while Brewton completes work on a degree in
psy chology.
MORGAN-ROGER
Marilyn Roger and Bob Morgan were married this past summer. The ceremony was in Santa
Cruz, and the couple now lives in
Campbell. Morgan was affliated
with Lambda Chi Alpha.
JOHNSON-MAHANEV
Now residing in Mountain View
following a summer wedding are
the former Ruth Mahaney and
Lew Johnson. Mrs. Johnson was a
Phi Mu at Cal, and Johnson was
a Lambda Chi Alpha.
GRAVELLE-BAKENHUS
Noel Gravelle announced h is
marriage to the former Ellene
Bakenhus of Delta Zeta. Gravelle
who was a Lambda Chi Alpha is
now employed by P.G. & E.
STILLWELL-WAHLSTROM
On Sept. 15 in the Imenanuel
Lutheran Church of San Jose the
former Shirley Wahlstrom w a s
wed to Tom Stillwell of Lambda
Chi Alpha.

-

NORMAN-FOWLER
Dede Fowler surprised her Kappa Alpha Theta sisters by announcing her pinning to Bill Norman, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Miss
Fowler, who is from Sackton, is
T h e Congregational -Disciples
an education major. while Nor- Student Fellowship will hold a
man, who is from San Jose, is a planning retreat this weekend at
junior business major.
Mt. Hermon, according to the Rev.
James S. Barge, student minister.
BOWEN-JETT
Reservations for the weekend
The pinning of Pi Kapp a Alpha
will be taken at the Student
Christian Center. 92 S. 5th St. until Thursday!. Cost will be $3.
Interested students may contact
the Rev. Barge at the center for
further informat ion.
and

Planning Retreat
Set for Weekend
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Cars VieuBy CATHY FERGUSON
Bermudas are neat!
Agreed, but they don’t look neat
on campus or in class. To quote
one young male, "Bermudas’ place
is in the home." He is not the Only
one to thinks so. Spartan from
the Start states, ". . . women do
not wear slacks, pedal pushers, or
shorts on campus . . ." A few of
US seem to have either forgotten
or ignored this statement. Somehow the old tradition of a skirt
and sweater has more appeal than
benmidas do on campus. Don’t
take my word for it, ask the men
around campus ...
Now bermuda shoes are another
story. That is if you are an Ivy
Leaguer through and through.
Bermuda shoes sport a buckle in
the back which is another one of
the many useless devices that
adorns clothes and sets a style. I
am not degrading Ivy League, I
am just thinking of the lovely
sight one presents as he walks
down the gleaming concrete walks
toward the Lib flashing his 30 odd
ivy league buckles in the noon day
sun. It’s blinding
.
Shouts of "Where is individuality?" and "Conformity is out bf
hand" rings through the Quad and
echoes down our hallowed halls.
What is evryone shouting about?
Ivy League. There is a rumor on
campus that SJS students look as
though they are wearing uniforms
--uniforms with an excess of buttons and buckles and stripes. Is
Ivy League ruining our youth? Or
is it a comfortable and clean cut
way of dressing? Me? I go along
with the latter school of thought.
I think most people -judging by
the way they dress--will agree
that Ivy League has a fresh appealing look ..
Maybe the rooting section wasn’t
all white last Saturday night II
remember detecting a great deal
of red and blue) but the sounds
that came from that direction
were wonderful to hear. Which
brings up the question do you need
to wear white to have spirit? I
don’t think so-- at least not from
the cheers I heard. All white at a
game is a tremendous sight but it
is rather chilly. For night games
why not just all white during halftime activities? I’m sure students
wouldn’t mind taking off their
jackets for a few minutes -but to
sit minus a coat for all four quarters in this nippy fall weather is
rather chilly.

Queen’s Wardrobe SJS Service
Rather Expensive To Perform
In TI7 Show

NEW YORK - UPi
Queen
Elizabeth II will have a lush ward- ,
robe of jewelry for her visit to
Canada and the United States,’
even if she isn’t permitted to pack
the fabulous crown jewels. These
traditionally are not to be removed
from England.
The Queen owns at least seven
diamond tiaras, assorted flower
and foliage brooches, at least 20
pearl necklaces, plus a variety of
bracelets, earrings, watches and
jewelled orders such as the Star
of the Order of the Garter.
It is generally known the Monarch wears few rings for good
reason. Hand-shaking is easier
without them. But in her collection is what the jewelry industry
calls the number nine cut of the
Cullinan Diamond- a pear-shaped
gem of five carats, mounted in a
ring once worn by Queen Mary.
Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower will
have several new costumes in her
wardrobe for the Queen’s visit. But
just how Tasty and what styles are
best kept secret on otherwise
talkative Seventh Avenue, Designers Mollie Parnis and Nettie Rosenstein confirmed they are making new clothes for the first lady,
but wouldn’t discuss details. Miss
Rosenstein made Mr s. Eisenhower’s formal gowns for both
Inaugural balls.
One of the two stewardesses on
the plane bringing Queen Elizabeth and h e r husband, Prince
Phillip. to Canada next week is
used to flying the famous.
British Overseas Airways Corp..
which is transporting the royal
party to Ottawa Oct. 12, said the
senior stewardess on the flight will
be Faith M. Sisman, London. She
accompanied Princess Margaret on
her trip to Trinidad in 1955 and
Sir Anthony Eden, former British
prime minister, when he went to
Jamaica last year.
Miss Sisman has made 400 Atlantic crossings and logged nearly
two million air miles. The second
stewardess is Velma A. Brown, a
native of Canada.
One touch of home will be provided the Queen when she visits
New York Oct. 21. The Royal
party will be served tea with all
the typically English fixin’s when
it visits the Empire State Building. The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
which will cater the event, said
there will be several varieties of
tea, plus scones, crumpets, muffins, jams and marmalades.

SJS Professors
To Publish Book
The culmination of two years of
spare time work is at hand as two
SJS psychology instructors p u t
the finishing touches on their
manuscript of a book on educational psychology.
The book, which ,is intended for
use as a text, is scheduled for
publication by Alyn and Bacon of
Boston in the spring.
Its authors, Dr. Charles W, Telford and Dr. James M. Sawrey,
have never collaborated before, but
neither is a stranger to the literary world. Each has authored
numerous magazine articles on
various aspects of psychology.
The writers feel their text will
present a broader coverage of the
field of educational psychology
than is available in current texts
since it "ties in a consideration of
the topics of personality, character
and motivation with the subject of
learning."

San Jose State College AudioVisual Service personnel will appear on a closed circuit television
show to be presented at 8 p.m.
tomorrow at the California School
Boards Assn. convention in Long
Beach.
The hour-long progrim, entitled "Demonstration of Television
in the Classroom," will be shown
at the Hotel Lafayette to approximately 1500 pepole. It will inelude a series of guest speakers
lecturing from office settings, and
teaching demonstrations in student -filled classrooms.
SJS personnel appearing on the
show will be Mrs. Gaither Lee
Martin, supervisor of closed circuit
television; Dr. Richard B. Lewis,
head of the Division of Audiovisual service; and John West fall, coordinator of television services. An SJS technical crew also
will be present to work on installations.
Other participants will include
Dr. Roy E. Simpson. Calif. state
superintendent of public instruction and director of education;
and Miss Gladys Latham, representative of the Sacramento unified school district. They will work
with several guest teachers in the
Los Angeles area.

Church Group
Meets Tonight
The Lutheran Students Assn.
will meet tonight at 7:30 in the
Student Christian Center, according to the Rev. John Arthurs, campus pastor.
Refreshments will be served following a general discussion.
Sunday the Rev. Arthur will be
installed as Lutheran campus pastor in a ceremony to be held in
Holy Redeemer Church. 1948 The
Alameda, 4:30 p.m.
Before coming to SJS, the Rev.
Arthur served as parish pastor in
Pennsylvania and New York City.
He is a graduate of Gustavus
Adolphus College in Minnesota.

Flying 20 Club
Plans Events
A secretary will be elected and
comit tees formed at today’s meeting of the Flying 20 Club, 8 p.m.
in E-119, according to Frank Williams, assistant professor of aeronautics and club adviser.
Students interested in the club
are welcome to attend, Williams
said, adding that membership is
open to both men and women students. The club’s objective, he
said, is to give students an opportunity to learn to fly at the
lowest possible cost.
The committees to be formed include a social committee, which
will make preparations for a
hanger dance; and an operations
committee, which will study the
need for purchasing a four-place
aircraft for the instruction of new
members.

113HC To Elect
Officers Today
Election of officers will be held
at the Independent Boarding
House Council meeting at 4:60 p.m.
today in Room 21. All representatives from independent boarding houses are asked to be present
to vote, according to Lou Anne
Bone, publicity chairman.

Sorority Rushing

Sorority rushing officially opens
Saturday morning at 9. Registration, which costs $1. will be conducted in Morris Dailey Auditorium. At that time questions concerning rushing will be answered.
Special questions or problems
concerning rush may be answered
by calling Carolyn Carlson, rush
The Catholic Women’s Center
chairman, at CY 5-9689. She is
elected officers Thursday night at
especially interested in helping
a get -acquainted party. The new
any confused freshman girls.
officers are Gloria Sani, president;
Frances Worthington, vice-president; Sharon Ann Clark, secretary; Eileen Bennett, treasurer;
Epsilon Pi Tau, professional Cindy Jenkins, sergeant -at -arms:
honorary in Industrial Education. and Vera Garcia, freshman moniwill hold a business meeting Thurs- tor; Ellen Covey, sophomore moniday evening at 7:30 in the Indust - tor; Lois Sorrell’, junior monitor;
rial Arts building. After activities and Mary Zwack senior monitor.
The CWC is working with Newfor the coming semester have been
planned refreshments will be ser- man Club on its folat entry in
the homecoming parade.
ved.
-

CWC Elects

Garland House Epsilon Pi Tau
Has Election
The Garland House held its first
official meeting this fall on Sept.
30 in which the officers were
elected. The new president is
Susan Wasson who will be assisted
by Donna Davison as vice-presi
dent. Susan Balken as secretary
and Noreen Nordheim as treasurer. The two representatives to
the Homecoming float committee
also elected are Dorothy Boyden
and Mary Davison.
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CSTA, leadership meeting in Los
Angeles, today and Friday.
El Circuit) Castellano, meeting
and installation of spring officers.
Saturday, 8:30 p.m. at home of
Bill Torres. Meet at Student Union 7 p.m. for rides to meeting.
Epsilon PI Tau, tonight, 7:30,
Industrial Arts Building.
Flying 20 Club, meeting for all
interested students, tonight, 8,
Room Elle.
Humanities Club, meeting, today, 1:30 p.m.. Barracks 93.
JAM, meeting for all interested
students, today. 9:30 a.m., Aeronautics Lab.
Independent Boarding House
Council, election of officers, today,
4:30 p.m., Room 21.
Lutheran Students Assn., meeting, tonight, ’00, 92 S. 5th St.
Mu Phi Epsilon, Phi Mu Alpha
and MENC, open house for all
music students, Friday, 8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m., Music Building.
Production Engineering Society,
field trip, Friday. 1:30 p.m., Engineering Building Lobby.
Sangho (’lub, meeting, today,
9:30 a.m., Room CH348.
:Ocala Delta Chi, meeting, today, 4 p.m., J104.
Social Affairs Committee, meeting, today. 3:30 p.m., Room 117.

Industrial Arts
To Teach Driving
There may be crumpled fenders
around campus when the industrial arts driving program gets underway this fall; however, the student instructors in the dual control automobiles will try to prevent any such happenings.
Students interested in learning
how to drive should sign up in the
industrial arts office now. There
is no fee. Lessons will begin about
the fifth week of school and will
last for 10 weeks.
Instruction time will be arranged to fit the students’ individual schedules, accor ding to
Ralph Bohn, assistant professor of
industrial arts. No college credit
is given.
YOUR WHAT

Attarti, meet in’’.
sr2b:i3n0
p.m.
today,
Student -V", membership retreat, Friday, Saturday, Sunda)
All students planning to go should
pay $2 of the registration fee by
noon today.
p. inTbirtnyinlub, meeting, today, 4

Deadline for
Award Today
All applications for the Fill bright Scholarship must be completed today and returned to Room
118, according to Jerome S. Fink,
assistant dean of students and
Fulbright adviser.
The scholarship is given by the
United States government a n ci
covers the cost of transportation,
tuition, books, and maintenance
for one academic year of graduate study abroad.
Eligib iii t y requirements are
United States citizenship, a college
degree or its equivalent tat time
award is granted), good health,
and a working knowledge of the
language of the country of application.
Three or four strong candidates
have filled out preliminary applications. Fink said, adding that
they will be reviewell by a Fulbright screening committee, made
up of faculty members, before the
final applications are approved.
"An applicant should have a 3
Point (B) over-all grade point
average and a 3.5 (13 plus) grade
point average in his major field,"
Fink said,
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Romantic Doings
Highlight Autuinn
Engagements
sCHLOROHM-DETCH
The Alpha Phi were surprised
to hear of the engagement of one
of their members. Margaret Dutch.
to John C. Schloblhm, Miss Dutch
is a general elementary education
major from Santa Clara. She is
ow student teaching and will graduate in June. Schlobohm was gradated from Stanford University and
now works for Stanford ReSearch
Institute. A February wedding is
planned.
PICTON-BURT
A lighted candle recently passed
at the Gamma Phi Beta house announced the engagement of Pat
Burt to Dick Picton, who was affhated with Phi Sigma Kappa.
Miss Burt is a senior kindergarten primary major from Kentfield and
Picton, a business administration
graduate from Livingston. is now
employed by Emporium in Palo
Alto.
Pinnings
TIFFANY-GOLD
Marion Gould of Kappa Delta
passed the traditional candle to
announce her pinning to Roger
Tiffany of Alpha Phi Omega. Miss
Gould is a junior music major from
Campbell while Tiffany is a math
major from San Francisco.
%AUGHT-JACOBS
A rose was passed at the Alpha
Phi house Mondiee night announcing the pinning of Babs Jacobs to
Lou Vaught. Miss Jacobs is a
junior education major from Sherman Oaks. Vaught is a member of
Delta Upsilon and a senior aeronautical engineering major.
BARTOSH-DOYLF:
Sue Doyle, Kappa Alpha Theta.
blew out the traditional candle
announcing her pinning to Ray
Bartosh, Delta Upsilon. Miss
Doyle, a senior education major, is
from Susanville, and Bartosh is
studying for his masters in busines..

brother, Charles Bow en to Jean
.lett of Sigma Kappa, was announced to the memebrs at the
Pi Kappa Alpha district convention dance last Saturday night.
sILER-MARSH
Tom Siler announced his pinning to Jean Marsh, speech and
drama major from San Jose. Slier
is a speech correction major.
Marriages
ASHBAUGH-VROOM
The former Donna Lee VroOm
became the bride of James Denny
Ashbaugh on Sept. 1, at the Wayside Chapel near Los Gatos. Ashbaugh is a junior engineering
major, and the former Miss Vroom
is a home economics major. Their
home is now in San Jose.
BREVYTON-SMITH
Nancy Smith and Jeff Brewton
of Lambda Chi Alpha exchanged
vows this summer. They are now
residing in San Jose while Brewton completes work on a degree in
psychology.
MORGAN-ROGER
Marilyn Roger and Bob Morgan were married this past summer. The ceremony was in Santa
Cruz. and the couple now lives in
Campbell. Morgan was affliated
with Lambda Chi Alpha.
JOHNSON-MAIMANEY
Now residing in Mountain View
following a summer wedding are
the forMer Ruth Malmsey and
Lew Johnson. Mrs. Johnson was a
Phi Mu at Cal, and Johnson was
a Lambda Chi Alpha.
GRAVELLE--BAKENHUS
Noel GraN’elle announced h i s
marriage to the former Ellene
Bakenhus of Delta Zeta. Gravelle
who was a Lambda Chi Alpha is
now employed by P.G. & E.
STILLWELL-WAHLSTROM
On Sept. 13 in the ImPnanuel
Lutheran Church of San Jose the
former Shirley Wahlstrom %V a s
wed to Tom Stillwell of Lambda
Chi Alpha.
- - -

NORMAN-FOWLER
De& Fowler surprised her Kappa Alpha Theta sisters by announcing her pinning to Bill Nor_mein Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Miss
Fowler. who is from Stackton, is
T h e Congregational-Disciples
an education major, While Nor- Student Fellowship will hold a
man, who is from San Jose, is a planning retreat this weekend at
junior business major.
Mt. Hermon. according to the Rev.
James S. Barge, student minister.
BOWEN-JETT
Reservations for the weekend
Tee pinning of Pi Kapp a Alpha
will be taken at the Student
Christian Center, 92 S. 5th St. until Thursday. Cost will ix, $5.
Interested students may contact
the Rev. Barge at the center for
further information.
and

Planning Retreat
Set for Weekend
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A Gal View
By CATHY FERGUSON
Bermudas are neat!
Agreed, but the) don’t look neat I
on campus or in class. To quote
one young male. -Bermudas’ place.
Is in the home." He is not the only
one to thinks so. Spartan from
the Start states, ". . . women do
not wear slacks, pedal pushers. or
shorts on campus . ." A few of
us seem to have either forgotten ’
or ignored this statement. Somehow the old tradition of a skirt
and sweater has more appeal than
bernuidas do on campus. Don’t
take my word for it, ask the men
around campus
Now bermuda shoes are another
story. That is if you are an Ivy
Leaguer through and through.
Bermuda shoes sport a buckle in
the back which is another one of
the many useless devices t h a t.
adorns clothes and sets a style. I
am not degrading Ivy League, I
am just thinking of the lovely
sight one presents as he walks
down the gleaming concrete walks
toward the Lib flashing his 30 odd
Ivy league buckles in the noon day
sun. It’s blinding
Shouts of "Where is ’individuality?" and "Conformity is out Of
hand" rings through the Quad and
echoes down our hallowed halls.
What is evryone shouting about?
Ivy League. There is a rumor on
campus that SJS students look as
though they are wearing uniforms
-- uniforms with an excess of buttons and buckles and stripes. Is
Ivy League ruining our youth? Or
is it a comfortable and clean cut
way of dressing? Me? I go along
with the latter school of thought.
I think most people -judging by
the way they dress---will agree
that Ivy League has a fresh appealing look ...
Maybe the rooting section wasn’t
all white last Saturday night el
remember detecting a great deal
of red and blue) but the sounds
that came from that direction
were wbnderful to hear. Which
brings up the question do you need
to wear white to have spirit? I
don’t think so-at least not from
the cheers I heard. All white at a
game is a tremendous sight but it
is rather chilly. For night games
why not just all white during halftime activities? I’m sure students
wouldn’t mind taking off their
jackets for a few minutes -but to
sit minus a coat for all four quarters in this nippy fall weather is
rather chilly.

Si S Professors
To Publish Book
The culmination of two years of
spare time work is at hand as two
SJS psychology instructors pu t
the finishing touches on t he
manuscript of a book on educational psychology.
The book, which ,is intended for
use as a text, is scheduled for
publication by Alyn and Bacon of
Boston in the spring.
Its authors, Dr. Charles W. Telford and Dr. James M. Sawrey.
have never collaborated before, but
neither is a stranger to the literary world. Each has authored
numerous magazine articles on
various aspects of psychology.
The writers feel their text will
present a broader coverage of the
fI eld of educational psychology
than is available in current texts
since it "ties in a consideration of
the topics of personality, character
and motivation with the subject of
learning."

Queen’s Wardrobe ’SJS Service
Rather Expensive To Perform
In TV Show

NEW YORK - UP)
Queen
Elizabeth II will have a lush ward- I
robe of jewelry for her visit to
Canada and the United States.
even if she isn’t permitted to pack
the fabulous crown Jewels. These
traditionally are not to be removed
from England.
The Queen owns at least seven!
diamond tiaras, assorted flower
and foliage brooches, at least 20
pearl necklaces, plus a variety of
bracelets, earrings, watches and
jewelled orders such as the Star
of the Order of the Garter.
It is generally known the Monarch wears few rings--for good
reason. Hand-shaking is easier
without them. But in her collection is what the jewelry industry
calls the number nine cut of the
Cullinan Diamond- a pear-shaped
gem of five carats, mounted in a
ring once worn by Queen Mary,
airs. Mamie Eisenhower will
have several new costumes in her
wardrobe for the Queen’s visit. But
just how litany and what styles are
best kept secret on otherwise
talkative Seventh Avenue. Designers Mollie Parnis and Nettie Rosenstein confirmed they are making new clothes for the first lady,
but wouldn’t discuss details. Miss
Rosenstein made Mr s. Eisenhower’s lormal gowns for both
inaugural balls.
One of the two stewardesses on
the plane bringing Queen Elizabeth and he r husband, Prince
Phillip, to. Canada next week is
used to flying the famous.
British Overseas Airways Corp..
which is transporting the royal
party to Ottawa Oct. 12, said the
senior stewardess on the flight will
be Faith M. Sisman, London, She
accompanied Princess Margaret on
her trip to Trinidad in 1955 and
Sir Anthony Eden, former British
prime minister, when he went to
Jamaica last year.
Miss Sisman has made 400 Atlantic crossings and logged nearly
two million air miles. The second
stewardess is Velma A. Brown, a
native of Canada.
One touch of home will be provided the Queen when she visits
New York Oct. 21. The Royal
party will be served tea with all
the typically English fixin’s when
it visits the Empire State Building. The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
which will cater the event, said
there will be several varieties of
tea, plus scones, crumpets, muffins, jams and marmalades.

IBHC To Elect
Officers Today
Election of officers will be held
at the Independent Boarding
House Council meeting at 4780 p.m.
today in Room 21. All representatives from independent boarding houses are asked to be present
to vote, accorling to Lou Anne
Bone, publicity chairman.

Sorority- Rushing
Sorority rushing officially opens
Saturday morning at 9. Registration, which costs $1, will be conducted in Morris Dailey Auditorium. At that time questions concerning rushing will be answered.
Special questions or problems
concerning rush may be answered
by calling Carolyn Carlson, rush
chairman, at CY 5-9689. She is
espeCially interested in helping
any confused freshman girls.
-

Garland House Epsilon Pt Tau
Has Election
The Garland House held its first
official meeting this fall on Sept.
30 in which the officers were
elected. The new president is
Susan Wasson who will be assisted
by Donna Davison as vice-president. Susan Balken as secretary
and Noreen Nordheim as treasurer. The two representatives to I
the Homecoming float committee ’
els elected are Dorothy Boyden ’
and Mary Davison.

CLASSIFIEDS

Epsilon Pi Tim, professional
honorary in Industrial Education.
will hold a business meeting Thursday evening at 7:30 in the Industrial Arts building. After activities
for the coming semester have been
planned refreshments will be served.

San Jose State College AudioVisual Service personnel will appear on a cloeed circuit television
show to be presented at 8 p.m.
tomorrow at the California School
Boards Assn. convention in Long
Beach.
The hour-long program, entitled "Demonstration of Television
in the Classroom," will be shown
at the Hotel Lafayette to approximately 1500 pepole. It will include a series of guest speakers
lecturing from office settings, and
teaching demonstrations in student -filled classrooms.
SJS personnel appearing on the
show will be Mrs. Gaither Lee
Martin, supeivisor of closed circuit
television; Dr. Richard B. Lewis.
head of the Division of AudioVisual Service; and John \Vest fall, coordinator of television services. A SJS technical crew also
will be present to work on installations.
Other participants will include
Dr. Roy E. Simpson, Calif. state
superintendent of public instruction and director of education;
and Miss Gladys Latham, representative of the Sacramento unified school district. They will work
with several guest teachers in the
Los Angeles area.

Church Group
Meets Tonight
The Lutheran Students Assn
will meet tonight at 7:30 in the
Student Christian Center, according to the Rev. John Arthurs, campus pastor.
Refreshments will be served following a general discussion.
Sunday the Rev. Arthur will be
installed as Lutheran campus pastor in a ceremony to be held in
Holy Redeemer Church, 1948 The
Alameda, 4:30 p.m.
Before coming to SJS, the Rev.
Arthur served as parish pastor in
Pennsylvania and New York City.
fie is a graduate of Gustavus
Adolphus College in Minnesota.

_
Flying 20 Club
Plans Events

A secretary will be elected and
comittees formed at today’s meeting of the Flying 20 Club, 8 p.m.
in E-119, according to Frank Williams, assistant professor of aeronautics and club adviser.
Students interested in the club
are welcome to attend, Williams
said, adding that membership is
open to both men and women students. The club’s objective, he
said, is to give students an opportunity to learn to fly at the
lowest possible cost.
The committees to be formed include a social committee, which
will make preparations for a
hanger dance; and an operations
committee, which will study the
need for purchasing a four-place
aircraft for the instruction of new
members’

*meet-win4tUto
announcements
CSTA, leadership meeting in Los
Angeles. today and Friday.
El Circulo Castellano, meeting
and installation of spring officers.
Saturday, 8:30 p.m. at home of
Bill Torres. Meet at Student Union 7 p.m. for rides to meeting.
Epsilon PI Tau, tonight, 7:30,
Industrial Arts Building.
Flying 20 Club, meeting for all
interested students, tonight, 8,
Room E119.
Humanities Club, meeting, today, 1:30 p.m., Barracks 93.
lAS, meeting for all interested
students, today, 9:30 a.m., Aeronautics Lab.
Independent Boarding House
Council, election of officers, today,
4:30 p.m., Room 21.
Lutheran Students Assn., meeting, tonight, ’00, 92 S. 5th St.
Mu Phi Epsilon, Phi Mu Alpha
and MENC, open house for all
music students, Friday, 8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m., Music Building.
Production Engineering Society,
field trip. Friday, 1:30 p.m., Engineering Building Lobby.
Sangha Club, meeting, today,
9:30 a.m., Room CH348.
sigma Delta (iii, meeting, today, 4 p.m., J104.
Social Affairs Committee, meeting, today, 3:30 p.m., Room 117,

Industrial Arts
To Teach Driving
There may be crumpled fenders
around campus when the industrial arts driving program gets underway this fall; however, the student instructors in the dual control automobiles will try to prevent any such happenings.
Students interested in learning
how to drive should sign up in the
industrial arts office now. There
is no fee. Lessons will begin about
the fifth week of school and will
last for 10 weeks.
Instruction time will be arranged to fit the students’ individual schedules, according to
Ralph Bohn, assistant professor of
industrial arts. No college credit
is given.

Spartan Shop /Ward, meeting,
today, 2:30 p.m.
Student "2", membership retreat, Friday, Saturday, Sunday.
All students planning to go should
pay $2 of the registration fee by
noon today.
Thirty Club, meeting, today, 4
p.m., J107.

Deadline for
Award Today
All applications for the Fulbright Scholarship must be completed today and returned to Room
118, according to Jerome S. Fink,
assistant dean of students and
Fulbright adviser.
The scholarship is given by the
United States government a n d
covers the cost of transportation,
tuition, books, and maintenance
for one academic year of graduate study abroad.
Eligib II it y requirements are
United States citizenship, a college
degree or its equivalent (at time
award is granted), good health,
and a working knowledge of the
language of the country of application.
Three or four strong candidates
have filled out preliminary applications. Fink said, adding that
they will be revieweei by a Futbright screening committee, made
up of faculty members, before the
final applications rire approved.
"An applicant should have a 3
point (B) over-all grade point
average and a 3.5 (13 plus) grade
point average in his major field,"
Fink said.

3 -COAT AUTO ENAMEL
Only $35.00
Quality Work, Fast Service
For Information Cell

Q. L. DAVIS
CY S-27S0

Aft. & Evening

YOUR WHAT WATS?

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
and Camera Shop
6RA-DUATI0N
PORTRAITS

41 North First
CY 2-8960

GET WELL WISHES
- GALORE -

THE BETA KAPPA

CWC El ects
The Catholic Women’s Center
elected officers Thursday night at
a get -acquainted party. The new
officers are Gloria Sani, president:
Frances Worthington, vice-president; Sharon Ann Clark, secretary; Eileen Bennett, treasurer;
Cindy Jenkins, sergeant -at -arms;
and Vera Garcia, freshman monitor; Ellen Covey, sophomore monitor; Lois Borrelli, junior monitor;
and Mary Zwack senior monitor.
The CWC is working with Newman Club on its flat entry in
the homecoming parade.
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